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Voters Urged To Cast Ballots Tuesday, Nov.8
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(Continues" nem page one)
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There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.

Sugar is getting mighty close around us, and
frankly we think it not a bad idea to get
some kind of civic cologne to entice him this
a-way.
We have all the attributes to lure some
mighty fine suitors to our industrial parlor,

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeatters

Neitli41`4 614e4uatioots

and just by way -of warning let's greet them
with a prcper spouse who doesn't have a hairlipped mentality and vision, too.
Let's hurry on with the brochure telling
the story of Fulton County and its hundreds
of qualifications for hitching up to a goodsized government project.
Faint greetings never won fair industry.
That is if Fulton REALLY wants to marry
money.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1949

Them's Our Sentiments, Too!

Uncle Sugar Knocks!
it is with a great deal of interest that

we

read the newspaper reports which reveal that
both Covington and Dyersourg in Tennessee
are under active consideration as possible
sites for the Air Force's proposed multimillion
dollar supersonic laboratory. It must be with
a geat deal of e.nthusiasm, too, that the civic
leaders of both towns work to out-do the
other in actually securing this boon to their
local economy.
Can't say as how we blame them. Seems
to us that a supersonic laboratory is something of a permanent installation, if what we
know about supersonics (which is nothing)
iis true_
We know there's a lot of talk about getting industry always in the air. Many times
the talk is by people who know nothing of
the effort involved in such an undertaking,
or what kind of industry Fulton needs.
We shall never forget the remark our
'good friend Joe Flail made to us when we
first came here_ Said he: "Lots of people tell
me that such and such a factory wants to
locate here, a good many of them fly-bynight, but what we would like to have is a
"'sugar daddy" or even "Uncle Sugar," (GI
for Uncle Sam) come around and look us
over."
But back to Tennessee. The things that
interested us in the newspaper account were
ihe following statements:
"Air Force survey teams are now inspecting proposed sites in Tennessee and
ELSEWHERE.
"The only thing that could keep Tennese from getting the laboratory would be
le enormous power required.
"The recently announced expansion profor the Oak Ridge atomic energy
tram
works is going to require a great deal of
power. That may keep the Tennessee Valley
Authority from being able to meet power requirements for the proposed laboratory although TVA is actively planning ways to increase its power as quickly as possible."
Of course, we know that Covington and
Dyersburg probably have the ground, available for such an installation, since the cities
accomodated quite a large air field cturing
the war. But on the other hand, that ground
had to be made available in the first place,
so there too.
Every day we read Of the Government
expanding its facilities for atomic power and
other properties incident to the tremendous
defense mechanism now being built Uncle

Vice President Alben Barkley and Mrs.
Carleton Hadley of St. Louis have announced
that they are soon to be married. Their courtship has been the subject of a tremendous
amount of interest, and it has seemed to us
to be prompted by a genuine interest and a
great affection for the "Veep" along with a
feeling that any lady he loved would be
worthy. They have conducted themselves with
rare good humor and propriety in the face
of what must have sometimes been the trying
concern of the press, radio and public. The
people of the country Vice President Barkley has served so long and with such fidelity
wish them every happiness, and it is a tribute
beyond compare. —Commercial Appeal.
o--

By this time next week Kentucky voters
will have decided whether or not to lift the
salary ceiling under which state administration has operated ever since 1891.
In the earlier years of the state constitution, that limit was satisfactory. It was,
indeed, generous--more generous, even, than
the higher figures that Constitutional Amendment No. 2 would set.
But things have changed greatly in 58
years. Prices have gone up, wages have gone
up, salaries have gone up--except in state
government. If a new constitution were to be
drafted today by the same men who drew up
the document of 1891, it is safe to assume that
the limit would be double or treble its present figure. The drafters of the constitution
weren't short-sighted or stingy men. In these
changed circumstances they would know
that satisfactory public service could not be
performed under so low a ceiling.
We all suffer because of that ceiling.
There is hardly a man or woman or child in
the state who isn't hurt by it. Education, public health, road constructfbn, institutional operation, park development—all these necessary services are hampered and discouraged.
The question that faces us isn't primarily a
question of raising salaries. No one cares
much what the other fellow makes. It is a
question of raising standards of public performances in which we all have a stake.
The issue probably has been argued
enough. Possibly no minds will be changed
by further discussion. The important thing,
to everyone devoted to Kentucky, is to go to
the polls Tuesday, Nov. 8. The amendment is
Number Two. A "yes" vote, we are convinced,
is the right vote.

Tidbits of Kentucky Folk-Lore
In spite of

the

patriotic

associations

evoked by the title I am using today, I do
:not intend to preach a sermon or make a
spread-eagle oration on patriotism. Rather,
I am interested in saying a few words about
the lack of continuity of our lives in America
but a strange unity in spite of all. I have
just read, with unusual interest, a book on
New England village life as it was lived down
until our own times. The thing that made the
deepest impression on me was the sense of
continuity that the Connecticut village home
of the author had always had. The author
himstlf had spent much of his life in the
West, but he had come back East to spend his
declining days. Tundreds of the people of that
village. who had emigrated to the West, had,
like Joseph of old, specified in their wills
that their bones should ultimately rest in the
old village churchyard. No amount of travel
'among far-away places could quite still this
desire to return, even after death, to one's
earliest scenes. Since this village had had its
share of sea-going men, many of whom had
perished in storms or had list their lives in
4----'ocean battle, even many cenotaphs had been
erected, to show that the bones of villageborn people should have rested there. How
unlike much of the Middle West and I3order
States this is! Our typical towns are made up
of people who have come, literally, from the

much a part of the town as the descendants
of the oldest settlers, but there is no especial
ancestral appeal about the oldest buildings,
the old cemetery, the local legends and traditions, beyond the interest in any such anywhere.
In spite of this Bendouin roving pf

"He can't talk to you now. He's in the middle of
an important paragraph!"

From The Files:

14wis+tioty. Bach The eloch
November 8, 1929:

The X In The Square

you

and me and most of our neighbors, there is
a striking unity about our interests aside
from those clustered around certain family
names or burial plots. It is rather rare when
sone one who has long been away from his
childhood home wishes to rest among his ancestors. Most of us regard our little world
v.-here we have done our work as the one in
whose soil we should be interred ratheir than
some sentimental plot in what is now only
a strange place. A linked history or tradition
is thus broken, but the unity of being a citizen
of a bigger world probably makes up for what
we have lost of adherence to one place. The
younger generation seem even more a group
of pople from everywhere than mine did;
it seems the rule among my students to have
spent their eighteen years before college time
in many places. Especially children whose
fathers were in war work-or\in military serv
ice have seen many parts of our country and
have had to readjust themselves often to new
places and manners. And that brings me tc

ends of the earth. Business. professional duties, home, and education for children engage

what many of us older people fail to recognize: that among the younger ones there
is not such a gap as between their parents and

'the attention of the people, who seem as

grand-parents.

Dick °twain:.

City Attorney Frank Carr, who
is investigating a possible gas
franchise for Fulton and Councilman Joe Bennett, reported information on the matter at last
Monday's Council meeting.
Ralp Penn, well-known EssexHudson automobile dealer, is
associated with Guy Tucker, the
Chrysler dealer at the Beadles
Motor Company's garage on Walnut street. C. T. Terry, Oakland
and Pontiac dealer has moved
from State Line to the building
on Carr street formerly occupied
by Mr. Penn.
Tuesday's election went off
quietly in Fulton with only . a
small vote being cast. Paul DeMyer was elected Mayor, and
the following councilmen were
elected: J. E. Hannephin, T. H.
Irby, T. T. Boaz, J. A. Colley, E,.
S. Phillips arid W. P. McAdams.
Jute H. F. Taylor was re-elected olice judge.
A sensational surprise in the
election was sprung by voters in
the Madrid Bend District, when
friends of Dan Whitson wrote his
name in on the ticket and elected
him magistrate over J. E. Territ.
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Lovelace
announce their golden wedcAng
November 12, 1929. Married in
1879, they reside at 301 Carr
street and are enjoying the best
of health.
Jim Si Cavender, well-known
Dukedom citizen, died Sunday
morning at Murray's Mason hospital. Mr. Cavender was 71 and
up until the time of his death
was engaged in active pursuits.
which included large stock holdings and estates in Mississippi,
Floriad and other sections, and

business property in Fulton and
Dukedom.
Two acres—of tomatoes grown
by Roscoe Stone in Fulton County yielded 1350 bushels. which
sold for 36c per bushel. Stone also won first prize of $50 for the
best acre of tomatoes in the
County.
correspondents:
the
With
(Route 5): Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Johns'• came home from Detroit
last week and will make their
home in Fulton. (Beelerton): We
are very proud of our 200 new
library books in new cases made
by the boys: the grade school
children are greatly enjoying a
new sliding board.
Miss Gladys Mabel Bellew was
united in marriage Sunday with
Mr. James Newton Orr in Huntingdon, Tenn. The bride has for
the past three years made her
home here with her aunt Mrs
A. J. Turney at 102 Washington
street.
Mr. Alvin VlIade and Miss Marjory Ward slipped away Saturday morning and were quietly
married in Popular Bluff. Mo.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. G. C Ward of Liberty
Community and is one of the
most popular young ladies of the
section; the groom, a young farmer, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
H. Wade of near Jordan.
Prizes in the Old Fiddler's contest at Crutchfield next Friday
will be given for the following:
Best fiddler playing "My Wild
Irish Rose," Arkansas Traveler,"
"Red Wing," Fisher's Hornpipe,"
"Dixie,'' "Jordan is a hard road
to travel,' "Over the Waves"
and "Turkey in the Straw." Awards will also be given for:
best harmonica number„ best
whisler, best duet, best quartet,
best break down dancer, best
band and to the person with the
largest foot.

Kentucky has too many elec- that having elections of purely
local significance periodically altions.
We are one of the few 'stakes, lows the best local men to win
in case you didn't know, which office when they might fall in
has an election every year. And, the face of strong state-wide or
in the opinion of a good many nation-wide movements.
This would be a sounder argupeople, that's twice too much balloting. They think that an elec- ment and listen more agreeably
tion every other year is plenty. if politics was not so largely maThere is much to recommend chine controlled; if local individthis argument. Economic as well uals really did have a chance to
as philosophical reasons. In the step into a primary and because
frist place, having an election ev- they are well and favorably
ery year results in about twice as known, win a majority of their
much money being spent this friends and neighbors support.
way as is necessary. Trio, people . Unhappily it just doesen't work
are apt to get bored with going that way. The machine selects
out and voting every summer in men to run for office, the maa primary and every November chine nominates them and then
works to elect them. In western
in a general election.
Either they become to con- Kentucky nomination on the
cerned with politics, it takes too Democratic ticket is almost inmuch of their time and energy, surance of election. In the popor they simply decide its too ulous and nmountainous Ninth
much trouble, too demanding, Congressional District of eastern
and fail to get sufficiently inter- Kentucky, nomination on the Re:
publican ticket means the same
ested to bother.
thing. This is not because there
Our even- year elections also
are so many born and bred Demare inclined to be listless, as witocrats and Republicans in these
nes.s the present campaign in so
weighs
areas, although that
many communities. In plenty of
heavily in the reasons. It is aLso
counties in Kentucky any inthere are such excellent
because
formed person can tell you right
and finely geared political manow who most of their new pubchines.
lie officials will be from state
The fact remains, though, that
representatives
and
senators
right down to magisterial dis_ next Thursday—again—is electrict constables. It is true there tion day in Kentucky. And it's
are many more local communities your very great privilege as a
where contests for mayor, for free nation to go to the polls and
county judge, sheriff or some oth- vote. There should be no such
er office have aroused consider- thing as too much elicit' to vote
able heat, but for the most part, —even if you have lir *lamp to
e n
monceruhtc
inlagceancy
itintgeup
i.)
v(
ohwes—
to
this is a highly unexciting cam_ ;lim
paign.
There are equally sound argu- vote, nor recommending nor ent e f(,)
rsning(eaxnc4on
,rr atnhNe
ain?
• pa
r
d.
- e•no
ecl;re.
ments, though, on the other side. .
I'm afraid these are more likely
to be theoretical arguments than ments, for both of which you
practical, realistic ones. The best should vote favorably) for any
that can be said for the elections programs. But you owe it to
which come in odd-numbered yourself to vote. Just once. And,
years every four years (the last as your conscience dictates. not
comparable one was in 1945) is for a price.
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Mr. and Mrs. Cu
and Lana, Mr. ant
Choate and Marth
and Mrs. John Ab
ingdon Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Br
of West State Lim
back to their home
Mrs. Willena Veu
Mr. and Mrs. Cloyc
and Mrs. James
Brenda spent Sun(
phis visiting frien,
tives.
Carolyn Gill, dal
and Mrs. Charlie G.
birthday party in Di
or of Brenda Joyce
Mrs. Kate Bowl
Ann Bard and Ma
were in Union City
Welcome back tc
Lillian White, Nei(
Mildred Alexander
Walker.
Dorothy Stephen!
dra Stephenson spi
end in Memphis vi!
M. Goldsmith and
Donna Taylor. "
Congratulations:
beth French and 0!
were elected to at
gotiation of the r
which is to be sIgne
January.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe

Veterinary
Day or

Phone 80
Or Call

Dr. H.W.Con

Graduate Vete
Located

terprise, and it cannot be run
successfully by little men. Anci
if we, are to get capable men to
run it we have got to pay salaries
comparable to v..hat private business concerns pay.
In this article I am not committing the Committee for Kentucky to a new constituion. I
am giving you the angle of an

individual taxpayer. I believe •
the people ought to vote a constitutional convention. When a
new document is agreed upon the
whether
people can then say
they like it or not.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Kramer, Jr.,
have returned from a business
trip to Louisville.

WORK SHOES
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MAI

Diem&

PAUL H(

Carr and Thtrd

SAFE

PAUL BOA
Licensed
Director and

$395 sir 250

Leather %OEM rubber soles,
seamless backs; sizes 6 to 12
Lasts: B to EEE
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'OUR PRICES ARE MADE, NOT FOLLOWED"

Forrester's Shoe Shop
204 Nlain St.

MO(

Fulton, Ky.

Have A Coke...
Work Refreshed

Meetin
Officers' mee
Regular Lm
Fri
NEW
212

Ewing Galloway:

ainell11

Kewlach4, 6ot The Ma4.ch
The total pay of three old men
I often see sweeping streets in
Hendersot is mor than the state
pays deartmentTheads who direct staffs numbering hundreds
and are responsible for expenditures of your money running into millions of dollars.
We are building costly hospitals and other institutions and
the best pay we can offer experts with exceptional executive ability to run them is the
equivalent of two letter carriers' pay. Important jobs calling for $20,000-a-year-men are
either leoking in vain for the
right men or are being filled by
people at heavy sacrifices. Or
they are held by small-fry politicians who make a mess of their
jobs. If a capable person accepts
a job involving heavy responsibilities for ridiculously low pay
he must get his compensation in
the form of patriotic service.
I am told that right now state
hospital jobs are going begging
because the salaries arejar below
physician
average
what the
makes in private practice. Acceptance of such a position by an
experienced doctor with a good
practice means abandoning good
will it has taken years to build
Thus far all attempts to get
the Kentucky constitution of
1891 replaced with a modern one
have been beaten on the grounds

that thele is never a shortage of
candidates for high state offices.
But that old excuse is losing
weight now, because the people
who live and pay taxes are beginning to realize that if our
impertant state institutions are
to be run efficiently we have got
to pay fair salaries. Refusing to
do so is cheating ourselves. Nickel wise, dollar foolish.
Many Kentuckians opposed to
a new constitution saw their representatives in Congress vote
$50,000 a year more to the President of the United States, who is
already getting $75,000 a year,
and never said a word about it.
Kentucky has had a few governors for $5,000 a year, and it
may have them again if the old
constitution, adopted when $5,000 meant as much as $25,000
means now, is not replaced. To
such men the salary was incidental. They either wanted to
use the governor's office as a
stepping stone to the United
States Senate or they took the
job mainly to be of good service
to the state.
were
If the governor's sala
the only one to be consiOred we
the
might accept the shame of
woefully low salary. But dozens
of institutional and departmental
government executive, spending
tens of millions of dollars are involved.
Kentucky is a big business en-
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Bogota* rif
$1.00 Ji

Whenever you g
or snow ... tins
protective lotion
and face soft ea
Fragrant, wickawing. Never sti
or goscesu. Moo
go foe*. opine
goor wink. sap'
bolos sow aad
Ask for it either way ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
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chie Martin and family.
Our deepest sympathy to Cora
Palmer in the death of her sister, Mrs. Tommy Cunningham also to Mary Hickman whose sister, Mrs. Paul Thompson who
died recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Bivens
Originated in 1937
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
McClanahan and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Cleo McClanahan and fam"B" SECTION
phis, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Fruman ily and Mrs. M. M. Campbell
Martha Luther
and Norman Wayne of Paris and visited near Hickman Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Murphy M-s. Harry Grimes were SunMrs. Dec Bennett and daughand Lana, Mr. and Mrs. Bob day guests of Mrs. Elizabeth ters Marietta arid Lutrecia were
Choate and Martha visited Mr. Pope.
guests of Mrs. Christina Drysand Mrs. John Abbott of HuntMr. and Mrs. John Hodge,- Hil- dall of Clinton Sunday. Christina
ingdon Sunday.
da and J. P. Moore were Sun- is a former second stitcher of the
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Crawford day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Coy 4th Unit.
of West State Line are moving Harrison and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Martin
back to their home in Dukedom.
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Brockwell and family were Sunday guests
Mrs. Willena Veatch and Max, and children visited the former's of the latter's parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Cloyce Veatch, Mr. mother, Mrs. Theo Brockwell of Mrs. Dean Lee of Milburn, Ky.
Congratulations to the "Lady"
and Mrs. James Veatch and Harris, Tenn.
Brenda spent Sunday in MemPatsy Joyce Fagan was the who has been unanimously dephis visiting friends and rela- weekend guest of Lina McAlister clared "Blbomer Girl" of Siegel
tives.
who was celebrating her thir- City.
Mrs. Grace Armstrong compliCarolyn Gill, daughter of Mr. teenth birthday.
and Mrs. Charlie Gill, attended a
To those who saw Juanita mented her husband Louis with
birthday party in Martin in hon- Ganibil holding her jaws Mon- a delightful surprise birthday
or of Brenda Joyce Gill.
day and wondering if she had the dinner at 6:30 Saturday evening
Mrs. Kate Bowlin and Ken, mumps, I would to say she does- ' at their home in Dukedom. Those
Ann Bard and Martha Luther not have the mumps but went enjoying the occasion were Mr.
were in Union City Saturday.
to a pink and blue shower Friday and Mrs. Hubert Jackson, Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Jackson, and Mr.
Welcome back to Siegel City, night
and
couldn't
wait
Lillian White, Helen Lacewell, until time for refreshments and and Mrs. Phil Parker.
rs. E
ealcy o Lexing on,
Mildred Alexander and Evilore was presented with a bottle and
! Tenn., visited Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Walker.
nipples.
Congratulations: Mr. and Mrs.: Pearcey and Danny Wednesday
Dorothy Stephenson and Sandra Stephenson spent the week Joe Scearce of Evansville, Ind., of last week.
Mr. and
Witl Matthews
end in Memphis visiting Mrs. F.. on the birth of a son, Joe was a
and Nancy and Mrs. Lennie Matformer
bundle
boy
of
M. Goldsmith and little
Siegel
City.
Miss
thews
spent
Sunday
with Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Burn and Wanda,
Donna Taylor.
Mrs. Aubrey Burn and Danny Mrs Lawrence Matthews and
Congratulations:
Mary Elizafamily of McConnell.
beth French and Opal Ray, who motored to Reelfoot Lake SunMr. and Mrs. Guthrie Luther
were elected to attend the ne- day.
Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Ray and entertained a group of friends
gotiation of the new contract
Monday eventng with a
which is to be signed the first of children were in Paducah Sun- ween party
and hamburger supday.
January.
Mrs. Vivian Walberton visited per at their home on frolmes St.,
. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pope of Memher husband who is a patient at those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Teague, Mr. and Mrs. Gil the Kennedy General Hospital, in Buster
'
Memphis. over the weekend. • bert Bowlin and Ken, Mr. and
Veterinary Service
Mr. and Mrs. Ruffie White and Mrs. Butch McClain, Mr. and
son were Sunday guests of Mr. Mrs. Reed Holmes„ Mr. and
Day or Night
Mrs. Millard Luther, Mr. and
and Mrs. Frank Barber.
Mr. and Mrs.(Leroy Hastings Mrs. Robert Oliver, Mrs. Howard
Phone 007-11
and children Larry and Jerry Pratt, Jean Greer, Mrs. Mae
Or Call 70
attended a birthday supper Sat- Luther, Laquita Teague, Peggy
urday given in honor of Brenda Gambil, Hubert Stone, Jerry
Dr. H. W.Connaughton
Hawks, Jaunita Gambit, Cynthia
Brockwell.
and Monette Olivier and Mac and
Jewel Stinnett and Louie
Graduate Veterinarian
rison took in the skating rink Ann Luther.
Located on Martin-Fulton
last Saturday nite. "My, My."
Raymond and Gus's dilemma
Mrs. Willie Richardson and You've heard of Einsteen's theBigbwaY.
grandson, Micheal were Satur- ory, the atomic theory etc. But
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ar- , did you ever hear of Gus's the- —
ory? It seems that while on a
coon hunting expedition of vast
importance, to further the study
of animal husbandry that one of
our foreman had difficulty with
Carr and Thtrd Streets
a carbide lamp. Instead of the
num.lientacico
usual mixture of water and carbide our frietid, the true scientist,
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
decided to be different and use
PHONE 7
another mixture, 'Old Crow" and
carbide
we hear it makell RalyPAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
monds eyes light up, but the
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
lamp,
Oh,
well, there a first time
Director and Embahner
Director and Embalmer
for every thing.
MIU3. J. C. YATES
Lady Annatant
"A" SECTION
Contract Funeral Home
Mary Nell Grubbs
!se
Evelyn Daugherty
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL A/38'N.
Bob Williams, Peck Ellegood
and Butch McClain enjoyed Friday- night at Kentucky Dam fishing. Ask Butch how many fish he
caught. I tihnk Butch had rather
Nofice to Members of
talk than fish.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams had
as their Saturday night guests,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert McClain and
son, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gilbert
Fulton, Kentucky
and
daughters, Loretta and
Jaunita, Ruth Strayhorn
and
Jaunita Gambill.
Meeting Nights Are Changed To:
Larry and Max Cannon enjoyOfficers' meeting, each Monday night 7:30 p.m. ed a Halloween
party Saturday
night
at Margaret Ann CoffRegular Lodge meetings, second and fourth
man's.
Friday nights, each month.
Mr. and Mrs. James Grubbs
and children had supper with
NEW LOCATION OF MOOSE HALL:
Mrs. Grubbs' parents, Mr. and
212 CHURCH ST. — MAIN FLOOR
Mrs. Cleve Wright of Cayce Tuesday night.
Quite a bit of commotion was
tttttt '11111•11'11 ,1111,"1"111
created
Wednesday
morning
when Bessie Gilbert presented
Evelyn Inman with a birthday
AMMO At ..... IIIMITED MAE
cake with several candles on it.
The girls all envied Mona
Netherland Friday morning aS
she was first to model the new
fall style hat. The style she wore
was very scarce in back and was
worn low over the face, made of
three pieces of waist band lining
with beautiful stitching of No. 36
black thread.
Wanda Hall of Paducah spent
her vacation with her mother,
Mrs. Eura Hall of Water Valley.
If you have noticed long sad
looks on Valda Turbelville's
face. it is not because she is
—
sick but it is grief over J. P.
Greer. He injured his foot and
R.9"1"V
$1.00
CI;
was sent to the doctor and from
ohs lo•
there home. He is back to work
now and getting along fine.
Mrs. Nora Alexander
was
rushed to the hospital Monday
Whenever you go, in wind
afternoon about four o'clock
or snow ... this extra-rich,
from the factory and we are glad
to report that today she is feelproSectivot lotion keeps your hands
ing better.
awl face salt mud smooth.
Fragrant, quickNo Other Rob Ads Foster b
dogleg. Never sticky
or memos. Illiesever your
go foamy, come Issue ...got
your widow supply of %%aglow
bolos wow and sow WIN
EA referscoop ad.(AMMO/
Mtuderole not only brings fast relief
but its great pain-relieving medication
breaks up congestion in upper bronchial tubes. Musterole offers ALL the
benefits of a mustard planter without
the bother of making one. Just rub
it on chest, throat and back.

zzaAd
HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY

Annabelle Weaver and Sarah
Willey were absent from work
Monday.
It seems from Gene Yates' talk
that wedding bells will be ringing soon.
Garnette Brockwell is learning
a new way to break her neck.
Roller skating. That is not all she
had better be watching.
Valda Turberville and Obera
Nabors were hostesses to a Halloween party Monday night.
Those attending were: Mr. and
Mrs. Jones Dickerson, J. Greer,
Anabelle Wood, Carmen Woodruff, Billy Johnson, Charlene
Long, Melody and Bulah Brundage and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nabors.
Turberville and J. P.
Greer visited Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Daugherty Tuesday night.

spent the weekend with his father, L. D. Alexander of Cayce.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jeffress
and Patricia visited Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Hawkins Sunday afternoon.
Mary Nell Page and daughter
spent Sunday with Mrs. Tom
White.
Mrs. Jim Lowe, grandmother
of Billy Lowe, was admitted to
Jones Clinic Saturday. Mrs. Lowe
has been seriously ill for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Taylor and
Russ. Mrs. Chip Workman, Sue
and Bob attended the basketball
game in Cayce Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis LeCornu
spent Saturday night with Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. LeCornu and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. R. L. LeCornu and family.
Cornell. Sisson and Miss Maude
Sisson spent Sunday with Mrs.
MARY NELL PAGE
Opal Kemp of Mayfield.
Jean Morgan spent Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Billy McCollum
night with Buell Yates.
spent Friday night with his fathMr. and Mrs. Billy Alexander er and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Bob-

by
McCollum
and Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Burnett
Lintz, parents of Mr. and Mrs.
Billy McCollum.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Huddle moved Monday to their new home in
the Country Club Courts.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Taylor, Sr.,
had dinner Saturday with Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Taylor, Jr., and
Russ. It was a surprise birthday

dinner for Earl Tayler, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Fortner
and daughter had supper Theoday night with Mr. and WksBarney Yates.
Everything is good which takesaway one plaything and delusioa
more, and drives us home to addi
one stroke of faithful "ma-Ewers/Ns

PECANS WANTED

I

Highest prices paid. Buying
all year, one bag or a carload.
Ship to R. E. Funsten Co.
1515 Delmar Blvd.
St. Louis 3, Mo.
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A business of his ovrn . . . in his playroom! Cars can
be serviced on the gas island_ Gasoline pumps actually
hold water. Elevator hauls cars to secoad. floor for
storage. Auto laundry really holds water. And there's
a lift for lubricating ears. Complete with car and truck.

X
4b.

TRUCK
A good seal toy_ Doak mai&
anima opiates Passelog
Homp-gandesbeilamilnantann

MOOSE LODGE NO,, 1165

1

Salt! Price!
norolkAA Tuivra
WEATHER LOTION

CHEST
COLDS

•
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•
LIONEL S-UNIT FREIGHT TRAIN 19 5 •
•
with Smoice and Whistle
Action! Locomotive palls smoke — tender sounds *IP
whistle — trainman actually unloads barrels from the
box cart Bet includes locomotive, tender, gondola,
EASY
box car, caboose, 11 sections of track, remote control
TERMS
tesck set, lock= and transformer.

Completely Furnished
DOLL-E-BATH

•
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• Has
• with

canvas bathing section
a pull-over sheet that
forms
table top for dressing
s
•
dolL
•
•
•

DOLL HOUSE
A borne OE WEE 01rAl
?dadaist heavy premise
bearg--eiveolar
gives access to all roma 32
pieces of gaostle fiattflara.
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Thry Coy...

They Sob ...lbey Sumo!

BABY COOS DOLLS
•
•
•
/
1
2 All-Electric* 19-PlEa TOOL CHEST •
No. 6
•
ERECTOR SET
All the tools he needs! Baw,•
chisel,
hammer,
plane,
windmill,
Builds
•
pliers, etc. Big metal
pump, pile driver, etc.
•
95*
0
1
chest.
Has electric engine.
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Therm the biggest asa eesimiam
in years! Magic Ma robber bans
can be batted and powderedBleeping eyes. Beastiferty dreened.
USE OUR LAYAWAY PLAN

•
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•
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•
SPARKING JET PLANE* COCA COLA TRUCK• HOT
Just like a real Jet 349 .10(
fighter . . harmless
sparks .Rh oot out the
rear. Black plastic — yellow
"Ig,
nose. Strong spring motor.

27-Inds Boy
or Girl Doll

DOG STAND
Looks like a real 179•
An a.musing pull toy
"Ooke" truck! Bright
•
vrith a laughing bear
159 on
yellow plastic with
a bicycle. Stand
•
sigrui on side. Comes vrith tdx• contains wooden hot dogs and
miniature "Coke" cases.
imitation Pepsi C0i) bottles.

'firestone

•

Folding
DOLL CARRIAGE
Little mothers will
love it? Lightweight
eiv=y
push. Fold,
up for storage. Has rubber Urea

49
'

Home& Auto Supply Store
Hornbeak and Holland, Owners
412 Lake Street, Fulton
Phone 10
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Adventists
this ! mother, Mrs. Eura Hall. Gossuin Seventh Day
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SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

DRIVE-M LIQUOR STORE

To All Users of

KEROSENE and FUEL OIL

Quality Feeds
for Livestock Needs

SLIGHT
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FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
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or Night.
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to prove to
y
tunit
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oppor
quality at all times and welcome
you that our service is the best.

Kerosene
Prices

HOG FEEDS
$3.65 cwt.

Economy 18% Mash
Economy 18% Pellets In Toweling Bag
Hogs Delight 16% (Sweet)

rt‘

_

$3.90 cwt.
$3.25 cwt.

40% Hog Supplement Mash

$5.35 cwt.

40' Hog Supplement Pellets

$5.50 cwt.

Pig and Sow, In Print Bag

$:3.95 cwt.

Pig and Sow Pellets, In Print Bag

$4.10 cwt.

i

I

Call Xis..
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ville is the guest of her sister,
Mrs. Arch Huddleston, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. David Sundwick
and daughter, Marda,-and their
guest, Mrs. A. W. Sundwick and
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stephens
PHONE 928
spent Sunday in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Milstead
MARY LOUISE SIMONS
with the honoree and Mrs. Stan- and little daughter, Sherry, Mrs.
BRIDE-ELECT HONORED
ley Parham winning the prizes. Pearl Damron, and Mr. and Mrs.
WITH PARTY AND SHOWER
The honoree received many W. E. Black attended the circus
In another of series of parties lovely gifts. The hostesses serv- in Memphis Sunday.
given for Miss Louise Simons, ed a lovely plate consisting of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Binford and
bride-elect of Felix Gossum, Jr., ice cream with a wedding bell ' sons, Charles and Bailey, Mrs.
was the lovely party and miscel- moulded in the center, cake and . Bailey Huddleston and Mrs. Russ
laneous shower given Thursday nuts. Favors were a minature Anderson and children attended
night by Miss Barbara Ann Rob- suitcase with Mary Louise and the circus in Memphis Sunday.
erts and Miss Joan McCollum at Felix inscribed in gold and filled
Misses Mary and Amaline and
the home of Miss Roberts on with rice.
The guests were: the honoree, K. Homra have returned from a
Jackson street.
busness trip in St. Louis.
Arrangements of roses, chry- Misses Alene and Kathleen Rust,
Mrs. Willie Homra has returnsanthem`ums and other Fall flow- Mrs. Carl Puckett, Jr., Mrs. ed from a busines trip
in St.
Charles
Browder,
Mrs. Tolbert
ers added a beauty note to the
Dallas„ Ms. William Jolley, Miss Louis.
house.
Mrs. A. W. Sundwick has reThe attractive bride-elect wore Marjorie Puckett, Miss Martha
a lovely model of robins' egg Sisson, Miss Jo Hall, Mrs. Russel turned to her home in Detroit
Pitchford,
Mrs.
Stanley
Parham,
after
a visit with her son, David
blue crepe with silver sequin
trim and a corsage of pink car- Mrs. Charles Andrews, Mrs. Fe- Sundwick and family on College
nationsi and ituberosen, a gift lix Gossum, Sr., Mrs. Leonard street.
Barber, Mrs. Mel Simons, Mrs.
from the hostesses.
Roper Fields, A. C. Butts and
Two contests were enjoyed Earl Boone, Mrs. C. C. McCol- Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Hawkins at.
lum, Mrs. Frances Smith, Mtg. tended the
Methodist Advance in
C. D. Jones, Mrs. Bob McKnight, Paducah
Friday.
Miss Mary Frances Roberts and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiggons,
Mrs. A. B. Roberts.
Those sending gifts but not attending were: Miss Marie Willey,
Miss Jean Adkins, Mrs. Charles
Thomas, Mrs. Guy Irby,
Mrs.
—See—
Elizabeth Snow and Mrs. Thomas
Mahan.
T. H. "Tom" Cowden
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn.

The Woman's Page
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Mr. and Mrs. Grady Varden and attended the homecoming
game beth, of Little Rock„ Ark., were been a patient irt
the Futton VxsMrs. Howard Edwards attended there Saturday.
weekend guests of her mother, pital, has been dismissed
the Horace Heidt revue in
and is
Charles
Mrs.
Payne.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Murray
McConMemphis Sunday.
doing nicely at her
me on $7' I
nell
little
and
daughter,
ElizaMrs. Enoch Carripbell, who has nut street.
Mrs. Thomas Herbert of Nashville is the guest of her sister,
Mrs. Charlie Payne on Second
street.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Kramer, Sr.
are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
Don Hanson and family in Omaha, Neb.
Mrs. E. E. Redding of Chicago
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. J.
A romp in the rain mcry mean
D. Davis and Mr. Davis -on Edd"liquid refreshment" for your
ings street.
dog—but for you, liquid refreshDawson Huddleston and Glenn
ment means 93 proof Bond &
Roberts were weekend guests of
Billy Murphey in Nashville and
Lillardl This friendly Kentucky
whiskey has been famous for 80
years.Try it today- you'll lille itl
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DO YOU NEED

"Uniformly FM*
Since

MOTOR REBUILDING?
GENERAL REPAIRS?
BATTERY SERVICE?
MOTOR TUNE-UP?

5

everything
Gentle handling of
laundered at PARISIAN insures
fabric
the least possible loss of
strength. Scientific methods of
careful washing wi0 gentle
cleansers, protect and preserve
precious textiles.

PARISIAN
Laundry & Dry Cleaners

'

—Let--

WILSON'S GARAGE

LA
RD
w
*eV?

do it for you.

•
ass

Phone 332-J

KENTUCKY
%VHISKEY
— A BLEND

Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
Fulton, Ky.

NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP., NEW YORr, N. T. • CS% GRAIN
NEUTRAL Si

PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. John Robertson,
of Danville, Kentucky v..ere the
week-end guests of Mrs.'llobertson's mother, Mrs. Dottie Cowell and her sister, Mrs. Eph
Dawes at their home 108 Valley•
street.
•
Miss Almeda Huddleston has
returned to San Francisco after a
three v,peks vacation with her
mother, Mrs. Charles Huddleston
and family.
Miss Barbara Homra, a student
of Lindenwood College, spent the
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Foad Homra.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Boaz and
son, Bobby, and Mrs. Elizabeth
Osgood were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pickering in
Memphis and attended the circus.
Mrs. R. H. Buckner of Nash-

ass-

about
When you talk
VALVE-IN - HE AD
about
you're talking

The Power
that made Buick Famous
TF you want to know what's"the new1 est thing" in automobile engines,
look at the Buick engine pictured here,
and you'll see the words "valve-inhead."
But it happens that this isn't new with
Buick.As a matter of fact,the valve-inhead engine was invented back in 1902
—U.—SP.-Patent No. 771095 —and immediately, Buick adopted the principle,
becathe the first in a long string
of "Buick firsts."
Not everyone went for the idea—then.
In spite of the fact that this engine
"breathes" more freely—gets fuel in
and exhaust gases out more easily —
others hung onto their pet ideas.
Then came the airplane, with its need

— See Us For —

for maximum power from every drop
of fuel—and every maker of internal
combustion airplane engines adopted
the valve-in-head principle.

pression ratios as fast as better fuels
came along.
So perhaps you'll want to remember,
when you hear the term "valve-iohead," that this is the tyjle of power
that made Buick famous.

And more recently—with the hope
that higher-octane fuels will become
available for motor cars—a lot of automotive engine designers are taking a
new look at the valve-in-head idea.

If others want to climb on the bandwagon, we say "more povver to them"
—and no pun is intended.

But just for the record, we'd like to
point out that Buick got there first.

But Buick has been doing more with
valve-in-head right from the start.

And ever since,Buick has gone steadily
ahead,building up a name as"valve-inheadquarters." Buick engineers reshaped pistons to put Fireball wallop
in these engines. They stepped up com-

And—we might add—it stands to reason that Buick is not through making
this type of engine better and better.

Ky. 31 Fescue, certified and uncertified; Ladino
clover, certified and uncertified; Red top, orchard
grass, rye grass, red clover, blue grass. _

I/

•

efer, . .,. .i,d.r

MORE CLEARLY THAN EVER

Barley, wheat, winter turf oats, Balboa Rye.
alfalfa, crimson clover.

When better antomobilex are bnilt BUICK will
build thaws

20% PHOSPHATE AND MIXED FERTILIZERS
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hride-elect of Felix litiossums, ical program as follows: .4 piano
Jr., was complimented with a number, "A M'altz," Chopin, was
Mr. and Mrs. A. (:. Polls and
lovely luncheon Saturday given played by Nliss iieverlY ClIrseY•
little daughter, \hwy. Eleanor. of
Jiy Miss Lois Jean Hindman at Nliss Winkle Voegeli played a
Monroe, La., arrived to be guests
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"Lovely to Lobk At," and "Soft11;1111111 Thomas and daugh-

By d'Alessio
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Mary Louise Simon, Felix Gossum
Are Wed In Beautiful Ceremony
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entertainBlough
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The beautiful bride, who was
jorie Puckett, Nliss Martha SasMrs. Maddox's numbers were,
where they attended the Inhigh school friends
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"'Color Dynamics for Your Home"
Gossum wore a plumb colored Grady Varden and Mrs. H. H.
gabardine suit and a feather trim36 CLOTHES PINS
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med grey hat and other accesHILTON PAINT &
soried were. lizard bag and slip- MARY NEAL JONES
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pers. Her corsage was white or- TODAY _ANNOUNCING
GLASS CO.
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WEDDING PLANS
On their return they will be at
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219 Church
Nliss Mary Jones. daughter of
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Total Value S134.95
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BUILT-1N
SIEGLERMATIC DRAFT
FREE

You get everything you've ever %%anted

in an oil heater ss hen you get a Siegler!
You get appearance, compactness, Jum
nace-volume full-house heating! It circa.
lates heat off the top ...radiates heat off
sides, front and back! It floods heat,
ankle-high over the floors. And. thanks
to the new, patented Sieglermatic Draft
... you get constant, uniform heat!Com.
pare Siegler with any oil heater ... re.
gardless of make or price! It's sturdier
... it's porcelain-finished ... it has the
exclusive"Tv o-In-One Heatmaker"—an
extra Tubular heater inside!
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• Full-length protective
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,
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Pen warranty
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Cowbell and they had three
chird1Tn, all of whom survive.
Mr. Campbell died in 1945.
She was a member of the
Methodist Church at Ebenezer.
and was the oldest member of
Services will be held at 2:30 the church both in
age and
Friday afternoon at Ebenezer length
of membership.
Churektor Mrs. Carrie S. CampMrs. Campbell leaves • four
bell. a beloved resident of this
section for more than 75 years, sons, Harris Oliver of Shawnee,
who died 'Tuesday night at the Okla., Alfred Campbell of Rocky
home of her daughter, Mrs. O. F. Mount, N. C., and Buford and
Hammond, near Sylvan Shade. W. A. Campbell of Cayce; a dauThe Rev. A. E. Holt, former pas- ghter, Mrs. O. F. Ham.mond of
tor. and the Rev. L. E. Shaffer, Sylvan Shade; a stepson, Frank
pastor, will officiate. Burial, un- Campbell of East Prairie, Mo.,
der direction of Hornbeak Fu- and a stepdaughter, Mrs. Nora
neral Home will be in the church Britt of Charleston, Mo.
cemetery. Mrs. Campbell was 90.
Mrs. Campbell was born in Edgar Adkins Services
Mississippi, April 7, 1859, the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. At New Hope Church
services will be held Friday
Purcell. With her parents she
came to this section when she (today) afternoon at 1:30 at New
was a young girl, and had lived Hope Baptist Church for Edga,r
Adkins whe died Tuesday night
here since.
at his home after a long illness.
She first was married to Fate The Rev. Cayce Pentecost will
Oliver, and to this union five officiate. Burial, under direction
children were born, two of whom of Hornbeak Funeral Home, will
survive. After the death of Mr. be in the church cemetery. Mr.
Alfred Adkins was 73.
Oliver, she married
He was born in Weakley County, Tenn., the son of James Coleman and Harriet Burnett Adkins.
He married Ellen Biggers. He
was a member of the Blooming
Grove Primitive Baptist 'Church
in Weakley County.
KICK-OFF TIME
Mr. Adkins leaves his wife,
Mrs. Ellen Adkins, three sons,
...IT'S
Fred and Albert Adkins of Fulton and John Guy Adkins of
Salisbury, Md.; a daughter, Miss
Clara Adkins, and two grandsons,

RITES ARE TODAY
FOR MRS. CAMPBELL

To
R Each His Own Is Ruling In
erson Home For 50 Years

111
foe'

• EXTRA COMFORT
• EXTRA SCENIC BEAUTY
• EXTRA CONVENIENCE

by

GREYHOUND

Autumn-painted scenery
. . mild. crisp weather ..
uncrowded hotels and re- all combine to
▪
make Fall the ideal Takea-Trip Time. And it's so
easy. so convenient, so low
in cost by comfortable
Greyhound SuperCoach.
EXTRA SAVINGS, TOO!
7.75
Chicago, Ill.
3.10
Evansville. Ind.
11.05
Toledo, Ohio
9.25
Kansas City. Mo.
5.55
Little Rock, Ark.
9.90
Fcrt Snaith.-kek. \
2.20
Corinth, Miss. ...
11.35
Muskegon, Mich.
....
11.30
Detroit. Mich.
Plus U. S. Tax
Big extra savings on Round Trips

Union Bus
4th and ( arr.

SHORT
STORIES
A nromotion hes come the way
.t Clifton McNeely, district man.,ger et Woodman of the World
•r1 Hiokman. Fulton and Carlisle
',iunties. As of November 1st,
Mr. MeNcely bec•ame WOW manager for the entire State of Michigan. Starting as part time manager in 1946 while he was coach
at Westeri. State. Mr. McNeely
wie. made d,strict manager in
1947.
Hc has made an enviable record . in his field and while his
many. friends regret to sec him
leave this district. thcy wish for
him much success in his newer
and- larger field.

The boys at the Outwood Veterans Hospital in Outwood, Ky.,
were made happier, much happier. this Halloween as a result
of a kindly gesture on the part
of the ladies in the Marshal
Alexander Post Auxiliary. They
sent ekff. a gift box, laden with
goodies for the boys confined to
the hospital and what's more
plan to do the same for Armistice
Day and Thanlesgiving. The
movement is under the direction
of Mrs. Earl Taylor, Sr., chairman of this very worthwhile
Station
America Legion committee. We'll
Phone 44 het that manyra prayer of gratitude will be offered up for the
kindness shown by these thoughtful women.

Happy's liquor Store
"West Kentucky's Newest and Most Modern"
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Mrs. Morton. Williams. Mrs. day a fte rnoon.
Quite a few from this ;.:art oi
Roberson has two sisters, Mrs. J.
F. Wiseman and Mrs. Emit Tfty- the community attended the old
fashion barn dance at the Enlor, Sr.

PERSONALS

terprise Barn in Mayfield Monday nightwIt was a sight. hi
the witches and spooks dancing in
all kin,:s or Halloween coaumes.

-

NIr. and gr., W. IL Butt, Sr.,
al Frankfort, by., will arrive
Saturday to be the guests of Mr.
and 5irs. D. A. Rogers on Pearl
St reet.
Joe Davis, student of Washington !University, St. Louis, spent
the weekend with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Davis on Eddings Street.
Mrs. Nora Alexander of Lyndon, Ky., will arrive Saturday to
visit friends in Fulton.
Mrs. Gerald Roper has returned to her home in St. Louis after a visit with her parints, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Roper in Forrestdale.
Mrs. Louis Casey is visiting
Mrs. William Caldwell and family in Louisville.
I.ittle Donnie McKnight is slowly improving in the Haws Hospital after having been seriously
injured. Barton Stone spent the weekend with Truman Satterfield east
of town.
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson
and children, Gertrude and John
M. of Paducah were Sunday
guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Thompson and Mrs.
Ida Pegram north of town.
Mr. and Sirs. M. V. Rice oi
Hamburg, Ark., spent the weekend with their daughter, Mrs.
Peel Boyd and family on Eddings
Street.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Conley of
Alamo, Tenn., and Sirs. B. A. Porter and (laughter, Dottie, of Trenton, Tenn., were Sunday guests
Mr. and Mrs.. L. M. Roberson
of air. and Sirs. Maxwell McDade
time.
the
on
home
no
in
all right
At the Roberson
on Third Street.
In the Roberson household, you
Union City highway a canary is
Sirs. Joe Beadles is quite ill
always gaily singing. The little will find two completely indep- in the Fulton Hospital;
fellow seems right at home there, endent individuals. They •operate
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Nichbecause the Roberson home is a they said "on their own" with ols of Drexel Hill, Pa., are the
place where happiness is so prev- every consideration - given to guests of Sir. and Sirs. Ira I.ittle
A- the other's personality.
,
on Third Street.
alent, even the steadm of the'
tte hisses a merry tune all the
Fulton when it.was
Coming
Mr. and airs. Gussie Browder
time.
a mere hamlet, and the big event were Sunday guests of Sir. and
chat
and
stop
to
was
their
day
the
of
celebrated
Robersons
The
Sirs. John Thompson and Mrs.
fiftieth wedding anniversary last with the folks seated on the Ida Pegram north of town.
Sunday, when dozens of peo- round benches that circled the
ple called and wished them many scyamore trees on Lake street.
FULTON ROUTE 3
happy returns of the day. It was they recalled that Joe Bennett.
a time too, when as if by the Sr.. and Arch Huddleston, Sr..
Mrs. C. E. Williams, Cor.
same coincidence that has filled are the only two merchants still
Mr. and Mrs. Ocie Yates and
their happy life, another fine in business today, that were in
surprise came to them when their business when the Robersons Mr. and Mrs. Author Brady were
came here More than 50 years. at Gilbertsville Sunday week.
granddaughter Miss Mattie
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones Brann
The couple leads a happy and
McClain, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. B. McClain, an- peaceful life. He is an ardent and David Brann enjoyed a fish
duty
on
not
supper with Mrs. Radie Kingston
nounced that she had selected fisherman when
their fiftieth wedding anniver- with the Illinois Central Railroad and Mrs. Clara Williams Monday
homemaker
perfect
•
the
Virginshe
day.
night.
and
sary for her wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Butler.
ia came to Fulton, she told her with concentration on crocheting.
grandparents, to be with them on They have helped rear three gen- Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Brann and I
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan weie
their happy day. and made tht erations of children and a‘e
day very complete when she had enjoying the responsibility with at the Kentucky Dam Sunday
the wedding ceremony at three Patricia Elece Connell who lives fishing.
Mrs. Bettie Williams and Kara
o'clock Sunday. She was married with them now.
The Robersons were married Williams visited Mrs. Charlie
to William Harry Rogers, the son
Stewart and boys Sunday afterof Mrs. Bessie Rogers and the late on October 29, 1899.
Mr. Roberson, son of the late noon.
W. H. Rogers of Kensas City, Mo.
Bell
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cupples of
Nothing could have pleased the Leander Charles ahd Queen
Robersons or the McClains any Roberson, was born Feb. 1, 18g2 Memphis spent Friday night and
was
He
Tenn.
,
Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
more. The fiftieth wedding an- in Benton County,
Williams. They drove to Mayfield
niversary had been looked for- reared in Fulton.
the
of
daughter
Roberson,
conthese
Mrs.
to visit Mr. and Mrs, R. Williams
v,-ard to for weeks by
Dudley
and
Paten
awhile.
remBailey
they
as
late
Fultonians
genial
Sherrill Jones visited Kara
inisced to this News reporter of Porter Benedict, was born March
their early days. With the Rob- I, 1881 in Ballard County, Ky., Williams after school Tuesday
afternoon.
ersons it was love at first sight. and was reared in Clinton.
Mrs. Mary Hicks is back with
To this union three children
Mrs. Roberson said with a mischievous gleam in her eye that were born, two sons, who died her daughter, Mrs. Charlie Stewshe really broke a date with an- early in life, and a daughter, Mrs. art, after spending two weeks
other "beaux" to have one with W. B. McClain of Fulton. They with her son, Mr. and Mrs. A1-1
Mr. Roberson. Her cousin had also have three - grandchildren, bert Hicks in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams attold her that she should meet Mrs. Edith Elece Miller, 'Ray
that "good-looking boy in Ful- (Buddy) Carver, Sr.. and / Billy tended the show in Fulton Sungrandton. She did„ and apparently Carver; and four great
didn't need much coaxing, for children, Patricia Elece Connell,
a who lives with Mr. and Mrs.
after a courtship of nearly
year they decided one Sunday Roberson, Linda Kay Miller, Ray
morning to make a bond of mar- Carver, Jr., and Teresia Lynn
riage. It came as a great surprise Carver, Mr. Roberson has a
to both families, but knowing the brother, J. H. Roberson, and two
"youngsters" as they did, all was sisters, Mrs. Jim Shuman and

GENUINE

Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Full Length

DOOR MIRRORS
---easily and quickly installed on any door
in your home.
•
We Invite Your Inquiries.
•

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.
210 Church Street

Fulton, Ky.
,fa'AVF

We Want T(g 3uy Your:
WHITE AND YELL0',': CORN
SOY BEANS
HIGHEST MARKET PRICES!
WE DO GRINDING AND MIXING
and zee fix it like you want it!
Ith

It

SEED WHEAT, BALBOA RYE, WINTER
TURF OATS; ALL KINDS OF SEEDS FOR
FALL SOWING.
We Sell Surge Milkers
Installed and in Operation in Three Hours

All Kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
Our Specialty:
WE CLEAN ALL TYPES OF FIELD SEED,
SUCH AS JAP, KOREAN, KOBE,
SERICEA, ETC.
We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing and Metal Roofing.

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

KING-O-HEAT
Coal Heaters
Circulators or Regular Type
Now On Hand and

Let's Go Hunting!

Available For
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

See us for all of your hunting needs.

•
,
AIWA
.
,....,

•*a

'

EARLY TIMES
4 YEARS OLD

0
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now.

GLENMORE'S

KY. TAVERN
BOTTLED IN BOND

Fifths

5.90

Pints

3.70

Two Sizes
Available:

100 PROOF

I/2 Pints

1.90

60-LB.

DUCK CALLERS
LIFE-LIKE DECOYS $11 DOZEN
HUNTING CLOTHES SUPPLIES
SHELLS
GUNS DUCK HUNTING STOVES
GAME BAGS

and
We Carry A Large and Complete Line Of:
FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
IMPORTS — SCOTCHES
JAMES LONG

HAPPY HOGAN

Capacity

CITY ELECTRIC AND TIRE CO.
Sporting's Goods ... Appliances . . . Tires ... Radio Repairing

WRAY WARD

Located on Church Street
Across From Andrews Jewelry Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY

100-LB.
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO
;(reel
'(); ( (lurch ,

Phone 35

205 COMMERCIAL

TEI.EPHONE 401

AVENUE

FULTON

14

Schl

poration and Sec. 32 funds. Pro, specific appropriation for that
vision was made for appropria- purpose . . . "
tions to reimburse CCC for any
Before H. R. 6305 was reported
costs it incurs.
to the House, Roger Fleming, Director of the AFBF Washington
At the time S. 2383 was report- Office, sent the following teleed to the Senate, Allan B. Kline, gram to Cong. Spence, Chairman
President of the American Farm of the House Banking and CurBureau Federation, wrote Chair- rency Committee.which was conman Elmer Thomas of the Senat sidering the measure:
Agriculture Committee as fo
"American Farm Bureau Fedlows:
eration supported ratification of
"We do not believe that any the International Wheat Agreegood purpose would be served by ment. We favor enactment of legan arrangement which charges islation to make it possible for ,
part of the cost of the Wheat A- United States to carry out its I
programs. commitments under the Agreegreement to other
Since we are obligated to supply ment. Under H. R. 6305 losses rea guaranteed quantity of wheat sulting from sales of wheat unto Agreement countries at prices der the Agreement would be
witliin the range set forth in the charged • to Commodity Credit
Agreement, it would not be fair Corporation and Section 32 funds. ,
to charge ECA more than the A- We urge that the bill be amend- I
greement price. In considering ed to provide that any losses refuture ECA budgets, the Con- sulting from operation of Agreegress can make an allowance for ment shall be charged toi a sepand not
the savings which will result arate appropriation
from the purchase of wheat un- chatged either to CCC or ECA
der the Agreement, as was done programs."

By JIM MITCHELL

Last week I was talking about
improved farmer-sportsman re
lations and how the farmer held
the key to better hunting. NOW
Henry Davis of the Remington
Arms Co.. comes along with a
list of suggestions on how the
relationship can • be cemented
strongly.
I'd like -to pass along his suggestions. so here goes:
1. Always drive into a farmer's yard and ask permission to
hunt.
2. Hunt only in the areas 1-1(
designates and never cross ont,
another farm.
3. Respect his fences, always
this year.
climbing "a fence at a post or
crossing at a gate.
"Losses should not be charged
4. Never shoot near the house,
to the Commodity Credit CorporAn early decision to give their sister act an unusual style has
barn: or near livestock.
ation, because the main function
5. Leave his fruit and other resulted in a large repetoire of specially arranged trick vocal numbers, copied from anything from a cuckoo clock to a rooster, which of that agency is to support priccrops alone.
REAL ESTATE and
es, while the Wheat Agreement
6. Go around fields where peo- the DeZurik sisters warble on WLW's "Midwestern Hayride" Satbe
at
wheat
sold
that
requires
AUCTIONEER
PUBLIC
EST.
p.m.,
ple are working and never walk urdays at 6:30
prices within a specified range,
on newly seeded ground.
City National Bank
Over
Office
regardless of domestic prices.
7. Share your game with the
61
Phone
farmer. He enjoys it as you do
"We also should like to avoid
Farm Bureau News
tfut seldom has time to hunt himcharging any part of the cost of FARM AND CITY PROPERTY
self.
the Agreement to Section 82
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
funds. These funds are very lim8. On your next trip, take aSACrietitt q40ift 241Callat9•14#t
ited, and many claims are made
long a little gift for (he farmer's
on them Furthermore, S. 2522,
wife or children. Itodoesn't have
to be much, butl'it will show Wheat Agreement Legislation
losses realized prior to July 1, which is now before the Senate,
•
genuine interest.
provides that these funds shall
Conferees on the House and 1950, including losses which may
9. Then, after getting well acbe used principally for perishbills to implement the In- result from the shipment of ASenate
proplanting
a
suggest
quainted,
able non-basic commodities other
Wheat Agreement a- greement wheat to ECA coungram that will better game habi- ternational
than those for which mandatory
18 to accept the tries after June 30, 1950.
tat, offering to finance the pro- greed on Oct.
Under the House bill, H. R. price supports are provided.
version in regard to regram or, at least, share in its ex- Senate
"We respectfully urge that the
Credit 6305. losses resulting from sales
Commodity
imbursing
penses.
Corporation for losses it incurs of v,,heat under the Agreement bill be amended to provide that
The rules are simple; they're in carrying out U. S. obligations would have been charged indef- the entire cost of the Wheat Aeasily followed and don't ip ahy- under the Agreement.
initely to Commodity Credit Cor- greement shall be handled by a
way hinder your hunting. In fact,
The measures which had been
they'll greatly improve your sent to conference were S.2383
gunning.
(Thomas, D., Okla.) and H. R.
I won't be so bold as to say 6305 (Spence, D., Ky.).
Attention Farmers:
These
that unless all of us follow the bills had been passed on Oct. 13
above rules that all gunning will as reported from committee and
vanish. But I will say that we all were_taken up in conference Oct.
must adopt some sort of similar 18.
In Sanitary Trucks
code or hunting soon will be a
The Senate bill, S.2383, prothing of the past. Farrners won't' vides than any losses resulting
continue to supply the territory from operation of the InternaPhone 161 collect„Yeal n'ard Stock Yards
and game without some token of tional Wheat Agreement may be
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.
appreciation on our part.
handled in at least the following ways:
WORK OFF CAMPUS
1. Section 32 funds may be usLast year the Faculty of the ed. 2. The Commodity Credit
University of Kentucky voted to Corporation, subject to reimMayfield-Fulton Hwy.
234
allcrw as much as one-third of the pursement from appropriations
course -work for a master's de- authorized by the bill, may use
gree to be ta!,en by extension. any assets available to it to cover
Since then approximately 200
stadents in 16 off-campus centers
have earned three or four graduate credits apiece.

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE

Dependable,
Good Quality

,

TAYLOR'S

N CHURCH ST.
9
PHONE 183
°
0
ULT1

WHY PAY . MORE!
SUITS, COATS, DRESSES
Cleaned and Pressed

The new IVIemorial Coli-eum
the University of Kenttr..y will
be used for Wildcat basketball
games. - Commencements, lectures, concerts, farm and home
assemblies, 4-H Club meetings,
and educational conventions alSO Will be held there.

Memory Lives
In Pictures

*

SKIRTS, SWEATERS AND PANTS

VS*

HATS Cleaned and Blocked

65c

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SOUTH FULTON CLEANERS
Plione 1633
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Call
Weather bad? In a big hurry? Too far to walk
downtOwn and back? A PHONE CALL to
"75" brings our
good foods to your
door! We give
prompt delivery,
choice groceries
and meats,

EAST FOURTH STREET
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THERE'S A TRUCK IN THIS PICTURE
THAT FITS YOUR NEEDS!

Only CHEVROLET Offers you ALL these great TRUOC advantages
•3-Way Thrift — No
other truck offers greater
economy of ownership
...lower operating cost
s .. krwer maintenance
cost ... and the lowest
Pa prices in the entire
truck field.

• The RIGHT truck for
your job — Chevrolet
builds trucks for every
job ... 81 models on 9
different wheelbase° with
capadties ranging frcvn
4,000 to 16.000 lbs.
G.V.W.

• Ouolity—The moorposs•d quality and
craftsmanship built Into
Chevrolet Trucks give
PLUS VALUES of strength
and durability is every
feature of body, cab,
engine and chassis.

•

C0
al

• Performance —Chew
rolet Advance-Design
Trucks d•liv•r print•
power—plus economy
with Chevrolet's Valve-inH•ad •egin•— th•
world's most economkal
engine for lb rico.

Bendix onn
matic wasl

mwenio wo-io

Guaranteed Radio
Repair Service
with the most modern equip-

Rob WI*

-e-* Rot ugw-mit

DR. F. D. F
Palmer G
Chiropr

"TH

way WI*raft left ow.my-ay Way
SS

P1
222 LAKE ST.

Chevrolet offers you this wide choice of trucks and among them you
have your best opportunity to select the model which most exactly fills
your requirements. Study the picture carefully—and consider this—

Fulton

Pro

Its secret i
—the flexibi•
tevolutionin
squeeze-dryi

The Won(
too! Makes
automatic a
•Wondertub

$17
INCLUDES NOR

ment, the most efficient servicemen, and a large stock of
authorized parts, we can and
DO give you BETTER radio
maintenance service.

CHEVROLET A= TRUCKS

Prompt Attention!
PHONE 401
gray

A-d Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave.

"""•-

35c
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Gardner's Studio

CITY ELECTRIC

-4d ...iv

(ltiropi

Make an Appoint Today.

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

'

.110

-.=1-11P

For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
says more than
a thousand
words!

212 Commercial
Phone 693

.

A

65c

SAWYER'S MARKET
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MANY-PURPOSE BUILDING

Fulton HiA

We Handle
Only

CHAS. W. BURROW'

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.

o
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School News

Rand-' King Aboard
Navy Oiler Sabine

AUSTIN SPRINGS

Fulton High

PIERCE STATION

mrs.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
AlIDREWS
Jewelr Com

KEEP SMILING
Well

Chiropractic Gets Sick People

PHILLIPS'
CHIROPRATIC OFFICE
DR. F. I). PHILLIPS
Palmer Graduate
Chiropractor
222 LAKE ST.

M1CRO-DYNANIETER
X-RAY
PHONE 7525

FULTON, KT. .

GENERAL SCHOOL NEWS
The bookkeeping class of Miss
Mobley enjoyed a tour of the
Fulton Bank November 1. The
tour was in accordance with our
lesson we are now studyirig.
Last Friday the 28th the class
toured the City National Bank.
We are sure there was a great
deal learned from the tour and
discussion. The class would like
to thank the two banks very
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Pou can enjoy cooking on the
automatic electric range that has
replaced the oldcook-stove which
required constant attention ..•
and even then burnt halfthe pie.

much.
Miss Carman Pigue enjoyed a
trip out of town this weekend to

"THE WASHER THAT
COULDN'T HAPPievEe!N"

WATER
HEATER

at a price you won't bel

Bendix announces the newest, simplest automatic washer at the world's lowest price!
Wondettub*
Its seuet is the .utterly different
metexalcry, that
magic
of
made
tub
e
flexibl
—the
draining and
revolutionizes automatic washing,
g.
-dryin
e
squeez
expensive parts,
The Wondertub eliminates many
st, lowest price
simple
the
mat
Econo
too! Makes the
automatic washer in the world.

ELECTRIC
WATER SYSTEM

Are you alternately scalded and
frozen by the rusty dribble from
an outmoded water heater?
There's an automatic electric
water heater to suit every famdy.
The endless buckets of water
that the whole family pumped
and toted now appears at the
turn of a tap.
Mother does the laundry by
flicking a switch.

•Wondertub guaranteedfor five yearr!

nere's plenty of eye -saving
light available for every room—
from /amps or ceiling fixtures
that fit any purse.
The hay that broke the farmer's
back now moves from rack to
barn effortlessly— with the help
of the same electricity that cures
it in the mow.

LIGHTING

Throw away that hot water
bottle with its two temperatu7is
... too hot or too cold... and
with its devastating habit of
coining open in the bed. Relax
ander the easing warmth of an
electric heating pad.

HEATING
PAO

WASHER

„ BENDIX

$17995 e
INSTALLATION,
INCLUDES NORMAL

Only $18.00 Down!
21 Months To Pay!

AUTOMATIC WASHER

BUY!
COSTS LESS TO MAKE! COSTS LESS TO
!
DOWil
NG
BOLTI
NO WRINGER! NO SPINNING! NO

electricity
In the home and on the farmhardworkthis
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y
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a
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less than a pack of cigar

SEE IT HERE!
DOES SO MUCH! COSTS SO LITTLE!

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main St.

Fulton, Ky.
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Mis,i,sippi Plantation Life:

The Writings Of
Mattie Dear
0 yes, I went no place Sunday
for service and that leaves me
not to say much but I will say
I thank the Lord Jesus that I'm
yet alive but my health is not
much. I am still bothered with
that old toothache.
I feel a little tired today I
taken a long walk to see a poor
old v:iclow woman. She is pitiful living in an old large nouse
by herself. Has no folks, no one
but her.' I wooid take her with.
me if my sister wasn't with me,
I feel so sorry for her. But too
• - many people in this big world
for me to stay by myself.
We are having some rainy
weather now but nothing to be
said against it because that is
God's business. But I can say we
are living in a mean world. How ,
I enjoy reading the Fulton County News. 1 gets plenty.joy out
of it and reading some church
news in it that is the best of all.
This old lady is 65 years old
and some days I started to servirg the Lord when I was 11 yelirs
old so I've spent the best of my
life in trying to serve the Master. He's so good to me, takes
care of me, clothes me, feeds me '
and he conforts me. I would like
very much to know where is .
Mrs. Wagner and her friends. I ,
am not through pick1ng yet. We
have pick 6 bales and started on
the se...nth bale. I would like to
finish picking before Christmas
if the Lord see fit but thats his
business.
Miss Johanna sure is a,sweet
woman to me. When I don't go
'to church I hardly know what to
my. Much glad to know that I
can v.Tite an article in Mrs. Johanna's paper. I will say Mississippi is in a bloom. So that keeps
me on bended knees and trying
to do the right thing. So I will
jest keep praying.
• • • ,•
Mattie Dear, Coahoma County
golumnist who writes for the
Press Register, Clarksdale, Miss.,
mid The Fulton County News,
Fulton, Ky., recently wrote Eldon
Roark, Memphis columnist, protesting that he had ignored her
Tor sometime. In reply Mr. Roak
mid:
"Were in bad with our favorite
oolumnist, Mattie Dear is the
Migator, Miss., correspondent
'for 'the Clarlcsdale Press Register's weekly -page of colored news.
This morning we received this
letter from Mr.
'Dear Mr. Roark: Its been
sallie tirne sence' you have wrote
me up in your Strolling. So I has
something neSv 'to tell you. I has
taro kittens:The car killed their
mother 'When they were young
and I has a dog. She is taking
t!are of them, lets them nourse
her. It is really a sight to see
them and while they are noursing she is biting fleas on them.
:3 thought you had put me
down. I has a new husband now.
His name is Perry Wade. Home
is in Center, Texas.
"Bverytime I get the Press
'Scimitar paper I looks see can
I see something you wrote about
Illattie Dear. But it seems like
you have forgot me. Plenty rain
but thats God's business.
''I want to see my write-up in
your next Strolling. I think this
is as much as you care to print
from Mottle Dear."
Mr. Roark adds: "Please forgive us Mattie, for neglecting to
mention you in the past two or
three months. It plum slipped
our mind that you want your
write-up renewed every quarter." ,
-Press Register.
WHAT PEOPLE WANT
"What kind of a university do
'the people of Kentucky want?
As we travel up and down this
state and across it from one end
to the other, we find the people
'of Kentucky want a good university. They lead us to believe
they want a university that recognizes the entire state as its
campus, and his is the kind of university we are attempting to
give the people." H. L. Donovan,
president, U K.

DOOMED?
"'

1
'

.•

It may be unless every
hunter takes a little time
to help this popular game
animal. In the December
OUTDOORSMAN. now on
sale. an authority gives his
know-how on inexpensive
methods of making rabbit
hunting better.
25c
oR your
newsstand

FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO7
Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Phone 100

NEW LOCATION . . . . 217 EAST FOURTH STREET

We Have the ... .

In Cold Weather
Things You Need
• • • at • • •
PRICES YOU LIKE TO PAY
Now! Layaway For Christmas
Believe it or not, CHRISTMAS EVE is only eight
Saturdays away! Now is the time to come in, select
some of your gifts, pay down on them and let u.s
LAY THEM AWAY for you. Pay a little each week

the EASY WAY and when Christmas rolls around
a small payment will finish the job. It's the smart
and easy way for the salaried person to buy.

Tepfer Upright

Welcome Christmas Gifts!

ELECTRIC HEATERS

ELECTRIC HOT PLATES

Samson Automatic Electric

HEATING PADS
ThreeComfortable Temperatures; Priced

Originally $13.95
Now Reduced To

$5.25 $6.95 S1.50

Rainmaster 1300-Watt Portable

$6.95

1-Burner "Dominion"

•

$3.95

--

2-burner "Watt-Heet" vrith heat control
$8.29
switches

ELECTRIC HEATERS
Originally Were $8.95
Now Reduced to

$5.95

One-Half Pint Size

THERMOS BOTTLES
LAUNDRY HEATERS

ONLY $1.50

HOME HEATERS

Welcome Christmas Gifts!

TOASTERS
Sandwich Toasters
2-Slice Bread Toasters

$10.95 to $14.95
$19.95

2-EyeModels
4-Eye Models

$6.95

$12.50
Bathroom-Size Savoil Heaters
$36.95
Two-Burner Savoil Heaters
1 to 3-Room size Sure-Heat Oil Heaters with
3-gallon detachable tank, Reg. $42.50,
$35.00
(While They Last):

$4.95, up

- .
Toastwell "Pop-Up" Toasters,
$14.95
ileg. $19.95

HEATING STOVE NEEDS
Stove boards .. Pipe ... Elbows .. Joints,
Scuttles .. Shovels .. Dampers,.. Etc.

We Repair
Radios, Heaters, Toasters
etc.

24-Hour Service
In Today - Out Tomorrow
We have a eomplete line of
tubes, parts, etc.
Free Pickup and Delivery

.4 N. Michigeo Ave.
Calsoto.

$7.49

2-burner "Steadi-Glow

Welcome Christmas Gifts!

ELECTRIC PERCOLATORS
We have the complete line of CORY and SILEX glass percolators in 4-6-8 cup sizes from
$3.95 up
bowls, etc. in stock)
parts,
(Extra
8-Cup Electric Percolators
6, 8-cup Aluminum Percolators

$6.95
$3.50 up

Meat Grinder

SAUSAGE MILL
Heavy-Duty Keystone Brand;
$4.95
Complete

This Week's Hit Parade
1. That Lucky Old Sun
2. You're Breaking My Heart
0. Someday
4. Slipping Around
5. Jealotis Heart
6. Room Full of Roses
7. Don't Cry Joe
3.71 Can Dream, Can't I
k 9. Maybe It's Because
10. A Dreamer's Holiday

New Records Arriving Daily!
Our Record Stock is Catalogued and Displayed For Your Convenient Shopping. Come in and Brnwse Around!
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Ann Whitnel

Ralph Breeden

Licensed Funeral Director

Apprentice Funeral Director

P. C. Jones,
Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Ina

LENNOX
OIL AND (OAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

ROCK SPRINGS

SMALLMAN TM SHOP

e_

Martha Kay and Marie Copelen are sick with colds.
Mr. and Mrs. Leuther Elliott
spent Saturday with Mr. and
Mrs. Herchel Elliott and Beverly.
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and
girls were Sunday afternoon vis:tors of Marshal and Johnnie
Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Cloyce Ve-tch,
Mr. and Mrs. James Veatch and
Brenda, Mrs. Percy Veatch and
Max spent Sunday in Memphis
visiting relatives.

1 Fe,
(4"
DAY OR
NIGHT

HAINLINE'S
$7.49

FULTON, KY.

$3.95

ontrol
$8.29

5:_oring
Shuck
Beans
With needle and thread Ken.
tuckians string shudc beans for
storage. Then for months they
hang in festoons from the
rafters to be finally soaked
before cooking with seasoning meat. Succulent shuck
beans are traditional eating ilk
Kentucky.

How To Relieve

Yes, and beef
is a tradition
In Kentucky, toot
Like shuck beans, BEER
BELONGS.,in Kentucky.
Good -food and drink ars
highly prized in the Bluegrass
state. That's why manv Mentucloans choose beer, tbe beverage of moideratioes.

Bronchitis
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
with the understanding you roust like
the way it quickly allays the cough
or you are to have your money back.

SION
CREOMUL
for Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis

Copyright, 1949, Kentucky Division, U.S. Brewers Foonnintion

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

ON ONE POINT
THEY ALL AG EE
The men listed below represent different parties, different
factions, different points of view. They come from different
walks of life, different sections of Kentucky. Republicans
and Democrats are to be found among them, professional
men and business men and farmers and spokesmen for
labor, educators and politicians and critics of politics, officeholders and former office-holders and people who never
expect or want to hold public office. These men are known
to Kentuckians more for their strong differences of opinion
than for agreements on public policy. But now they say:

Mrs. Ernest Bell, Mrs. W. L.
Joyner, Mrs. Earl Boaz, Mrs.
Jim Hutcherson, Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt and Mrs. Dick Bard attended the Methodist Advance at the
Methodist Church in Paducah
Friday.

THROW WINTER
',FOR A LOSS

N..—

Miss Leano Myers of McKenzie spent the weekend with her
mother, Mrs. O. E. Meyers and
Edward.
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Cruce and
son, Royce, Mr. and/Mrs. RuSsell
Cruce and children and Mr. and
Mrs. Junior Cruce spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce visited Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cruce
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce and
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce visited Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wayne
Hutchison Tuesday night.

Phone 470 for Job Printing.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
visited Mrs. Cleatus Conner for
awhile Sunday afternoon. Mrs.
Conner was admitted to the Fulton Hospital Sunday afternoon.

24-HOUR wREGTREARG:" SERVICE
Phone 293
EAST STATE LINE

KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS

Nettie Lee Copelen, Cor.

(pick TOWING SERVICE

DAY OR
NIGHT

Of

.and
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. William Conner
visited awhile Monday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and family.

Fulton, Ky.

rkt \

ONF

Joyce Cruce, Cor.

The annual dinner of the University of Kentucky Alumni AsThe story of two years of high- sociation honoring Wildcat grid
way progress, during which Ken- athletes will be held Monday,
tucky expended $56,781,408 for Dec. 5, at the UK Student Union
new highway construction and building, Miss Helen King, execumaintenance, is told in a 32-page tive secretary of the Association,
report submitted to announced last week. Tickets tor
progress
Gov. Earle Clements by Highway -the dinner, priced at $2 a plate,
Commissioner John A. Keck.
may be obtained now at the U K
The progress report, by means Alumni Office, Lexingion. Resof a concise text, photographs , ervations may be made by teledrawings, outlines Ken- phone Cir mail Miss King said.
and
Principal speaker will be A. D.
tucky's highway progress during
the years 1948 and 1949. It also Kirwan, U K '26, former head
of
is being distributed throughout football. coach and now dean
the state to interested citizens as men at the University. Serving
"a report of a large corporation as toastmaster will be Athletic
for the information of its stock- Director Bernie A. Shively, U K
'36, who also is treasurer of the
holders."
Alumni Association.
The report included a breakOther speakers at the grid dindown of the $12,000,000 1948-49
maintenance ner include Head Coach Paul
for
expenditure
purposes showing that 50 per "Bear" Bryant, University Prescent of the output went for surf- ident H. L. Donovan, and J. Stepacing, 14 per cent for roadside hen Watkins, Lexington, presiand drainage and six per cent dent of the U K Alumni group.
for traffic services. Other main- Members of the 1949 football
sports
Kentucky
included squad and
operations
tenance
improve- writers and radiocasters will be
shoulders, roadside
ments and snow and ice control. honor guests.

408 Eddings Street

Olive Street

FULTON FIOUTE 4

UK Alumni 4/"1
HIGHWAY PROGRESS Honor
Wildcats
BOOKLET
SHOWN IN

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME

1

Kentuetry

"PASS CONSTITUTION4 AMENDMENT No. 2"
.y)

0 1e1
,
.
ole

The amendment will liberalize the constitutional salary limit
and so improve public service in Kentucky.
id SIfrom

Here's the statement to which they all subscribe:
k"We think the salary provision in the Kentucky Constitution must be liberalized if Kentuckians are to
receive adequate public service. The limitation,
imposed in 1891, makes satisfactory administration
impossible in these changed days of 1949. Therefore
we urge all Kentuckians, for their own sakes, to vote
`Yes' on Constitutional Amendment No. 2 at the
November election."

$6.95
.,

50 up

•• 11
• 4,•
•

And here, united in sentiment, are the men who never agreed before:

.95

No

... WITH

Alben W. Barkley

John Sherman Cooper

Ed J. Morgan

William G. Taylor

Joe B. Bates

Charles I. Dawson

Thruston B. Morton

Kenneth H. Tuggle

Paul G. Blazer

J. Lyter Donaldson

James Park

Thomas R. Underwood

Eldon S. Dummit

Carl Perkins

George Ward

William Jason Fields

Lilburn Phelps

James S. Golden

E. R. Uack) Price

Robert Humphrey

B. F. Reid

Keen Johnson

Harry W. Schacter

Virgil Chapman

Ben Kilgore

Brent Spence

Frank Chelf

Harry LaViers

William A. Stanfill

Al Whitehouse

Cassius M. Clay

J. O. Matlick

J. E. Stanford

John Fred Williams

Earle C. Clements

Dr. Frank L. McVey

A. O. Stanley

Garrett L. Withers

Eli H. Brown III
John Y. Brown

ha"

SEASON-RIGHT SERVICE,
SEASON-RIGHT GASOLINE _
side, and
Get the Ashland serviceman on your
in now
your car will beat cold weather. Drive
PLUS a
for his 6-point "Season-Right Service"
gasoline
tankful of Ashland Flying Octanes, the
-right.
season
that's also

Henry Chambers

J. Stephen Watkins
Edward H. Weyler
John A. Whitaker

BROADCASTS over
Listen to Ashland weekly FOOTBALL
radio stations.
Flying Octanes Network--8 colleges, 39

iday

m-

Sam Caddy

Harry Lee Waterfield

Store
W. M. Nichols'"Y"

Clyde Fields' Service Station
( timer Main and Church MA.

KENTUCKY HEALTH, WELFARE AND
SALARY-AIMIT AMENDMENT COMMITTEE

Station
Earl Taylor Jr. Service
Line

Hainline's Garage

227 So. Sth St., Louisville, Ky.

Ilighir.ay 51-94

East State Line

West State

K. MOOre

Crutchfield
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CLASSIFIED ADS

ReE
Ken

BIN-SELL-IiIRE-RENT
with Un economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
teaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 50e)
Each Succeeding Insertion l'/.2c
Per word.

Volume

We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office:
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.

ATTENTION Farmers and Lumberman. We are now in the
market for several thousand
all white Split Hickory Handle
Blanks. Sizes 17, 18, 19 and 20
inches long by 2 inches square.
See us now for grades and
prices. Will also buy all white
Hickory logs, 42" long. Clinton Hickory Handle Blank Div
LaPierre-Sawyer Handle Co..
Clinton, Ky. (near Sales Barn)
Lko Wheatley, manager.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $124.95
and 1,p. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
ninon, Ky.
WE REPAIR, 1•ebuild or make
any kind of woodwork; frames
doors, boats, cabinets, etc.
Bruce Woodwork Shop, Lake
street extension, Fulton.
I SHARPEN DISC blades, mower blades, any kind of edged
tools: Repair clocks, sewing
machines, lawn mowers, gas
motors, guns of any kind and
numerous other things.
Leonard Holland. Located rear
of Laird-Gossum welding shop,
Fulton.
AUTO,,„GLASS installed while
you wait. Satisfaction guaranteed. Fulton Paint and Glass
Co. Phone 909.
WANTED: Country hams. Current market prices paid.
SMITH'S CAFE, Fulton.

Lana Turner will star with
Clark Gable in "Homecoming,'
the Thursday, October 6 "Screen
Guild Players" production at 9
p.m., EST over WLW.
Summer came. Summer ivenL
But leg art photos, like this one
of Suzi Crandall, are here to stay.
Miss Crandall,-who co-stars with
Robert Neil in the Newlywed
series for RI(0 Radio, is a 5 foot,
Holmes Ellis, general manager
5 inch, 117 pound package of of Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers' Association. Murray,
charm.
Ky., announced today support
prices by grades of dark tobacSECOND HAND-clothes: 50 wool co, Types 23
and 35. Loans are
skirts ft)/ 25c, shoes from 10c made available by the
Commodto $1.00 and crepe dresses 50c ity Credit Corporation of the
to $1.00. Bruce Second Hand United Stales Department of AgStore. Lake St. Extention, Ful- riculture.
ton.
The prices range from 811.00
AVAILABLE: Crawler Tractor for NIG to 850.00
for dark fired
with power takeofP, for pull- wrappers. One
sticker loan ading combines, or corn pickers. vances range from 811.00 to
Paris Campbell, Phone 898, 44.00. The average support
prices
Fulton, Ky.
is 830.20 for dark-fired tobacco
AUCTION SALE 'Tuesday No- and 826.90 for one-sucker, a revember 8 at 1: p. m.; household duction of approximately five per
equipment and miscellaneous cent compared to last year.
odds and ends. Mrs. Ernest
The 1949 crop in the Western
West farm, 31
/
2 miles ndrth of District is estimated 22 million
Fulton on Highway 45.
pounds and there are approximately 19,000 growers in eight
counties of the Purchase; and
Henry, Obion and Weakley counties of Tennessee. Markets will
be operated at Mayfield and
55, Per Week
Murray, Ky.

TOBACCO SUPPORT
PRICES REVEALED

EARLE HOTEL
Phone 55

CANS

1.00

TUNA FISH

4

1-1.11. CTNS.

1.00

4

No..:( ANS

1.00

8

22-0Z. CANS

1.00

Standard Grated

Hersheys

SUGAR PEAS

NO. 303 CANS

11

1.00 SOUP
Royal Gem Vegetable or Tomato

MAYONNAISE

16-0Z. JARS

3

1.00 CHERRIES

Kraft

NO. 2 CANS

4

1.00

Kroger Sour Pitted

5

PEACHES

NO. 2,2 CANS

1.00

TOMATO SAUCE

20

8-0Z. CANS

1.00

NO 303 CANS

PRIDE CORN
Cream Style White

SCOTTISSUE

10

.0,...s

1.00

KROGER MILK

10

TALL CANS

1.00

8

TALI, CANS

1.00

10

NO. 2 CANS

1.00

Pure Lvaporated

1.00

Toilet Tissue

SARDINES

4

NO. 21/2 CAN

1.00

TOMATOES

Stokely Sliced or Halves

Standard

LOOK WHAT $1 WILL BUY AT

SOAP
POWDER

CORN

rocer

Royal Gem Cream
Style White

1

Duz, Tide, Sup. Sud
Lge. $1
Pkg.

. 303 $
1 Ncoa
L V

B

TTE F-2

PRESERVES

16-07.. JARS

3

isp°
PEANUT BUTTER 3'2-°'1.00
Emba..sy Pexch

Peter Pan Smooth or Crunchy
2-0Z. PKGS

DRY_SKIM MILK 8

1•00

Clover Leaf

SARDINES

12

Nth" CANS

1.00

American

L.t:SS

CDIR
Cop,..941

949 The R•eprf Co

Pork Loin Roast lb. 39c
7 to 8 Rib Cut-From Young Porkers

RIB ROAST

lb. 69c

1". S. Graded. Good of Choice

LEG-O-LAMB

LB. 67'

Genuine Spring

BUCKEYE PEAS 12 r"). z c"s 1.00
Standard Dry

50-LB. t'AN

PURE LARD

$7.49

Pure Hog - Firm White

NOTICE: Ingraved wedding invitations, announcements, calling cards, and stationery, maybe ordered at anytime from
Scotts Floral Shoppe. Fulton.

3

2-LB. "MRS

1.00

Embassy

SlICED BACON

GREEN BEANS

oR ARMOUR STAR

PEAS

9

1.00

NC). 2 CANS

8 N°. 2 CANS

1.00

SWIFT PREMIUM

LB 65'

62c

DRESSED WHITING

2

35(

I.B.

For Pan - Frying

School Day No. 4 Sieve

'
6 "
3
CRANBERRY SAUCE

cans 1.00

(icean Spray Whole or Strained

APPLE SAUCE

8

No. 2 CAN

4 gin

Kroger

(Next to the J. I. Case building)

Here are some of our cars'on hand:
Two 1948 Chevrolet 2-door Fleetlines.
One 1948 Chevrolet Coupe.
One 1947 Dodge 21/,ton truck.
One 1946 Chevrolet Stylemaster 2-door.
One 1939 Plymouth 2-door.
Plenty of cheap '36 and '37cars, all priced to sell.
The House
of the

USED CARS

With a lifetime guarantee

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
Your Chevrolet Dealer the past 25 years
110 Lake Street
Fourth Street

'One tin
teld us sc
that hapi
he openel
day and

( .ditorma

PEACHES

Standard Cut

ARE PLENTIFUL ON OUR
NEW USED CAR LOT
101 FOURTH STREET

Within
good frie
passed th,
service w
partment.
son who
fullest ex
man is F
when he i
his life wi
the many,
does arm:
American
day Schoc
will be a
mind as 1
he has
Departme

Avonthile Sliced or Halves

GRAPE JAM

CARD OF THANKS

1.00 PARKAY
Margarine

CHOCOLATE SYRUP 8 ""

BROTHER, if you want a hat,
go to a haberdasher; if you
want beans, go to a beanery;
but if you want a MILK COW,
see me. S. S. BROWN, c-o Fulton Pure Milk Company.

We want to express our sincere thanks to Dr. James T. Fuller, neighbors and friends, the
ministers, Rev. O. A. Gardner
anil Miss Letie Clements, als6 to
Jacksw's Funeral service during
the s; •'iness and death of our
moths:. Mrs. Ida Griss(im, also
for. lh•• many deeds of kindness
shover her. The nice food and
the le ?Mal flowers. May- God's
Jelessirgs abide with you always.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Nelson
and Family.

1-LB. CANS

Reguplar or Drip Vacuum Pack

Omar, Charles Sawyer, Sonny
Looney, Donald Joe Parton and
HOSPITAL BEDS fracture beds, I
Bobbie Csuitpbell said if by
wheel chairs, WALKERS for!Hallowe'en
chance we happened to hear that
rent.'Geo:Backer, Paducah, Ky.
(Continue on page 12)
story about the missing light
bulbs, their DETECTIVE
RIM Y'WATER eliminated with ing the
six
are
Beverly
Cursir,
AGENCY could solve the probthe Watson Clarification sys- 'Jean Ann
Hyland,
Winkie
Voege
lem
.. . and quick, too.
home
tem. The-owner of any
Kay Cherry and Glenda Sue
*an 'have rusty water changed Brown.
And if as though the spirit
to clear water. Call 1094-W-1; cerned Winkle was much con- world were
brought to life, Jane
the 'Watson Company, Union all the over HOW she would get Austin, Betty
and Frances Bowlipstick marks off her
City Highway, Fulton.
!face.
den, Patsy Ann and Betty Lou
- -FOR SALE: Litteton seer; wheat. 0 •ee more we were back in Davis and Shirley Rashid appearClean. Ready to sow. Neal the land of Acadia when in came ed as apparitions dressed as fora delupe of boys an(' girls--Gene tune-tdling and fortune-hunting
'ward.
Holloway, Barton Stone, Eddie gypsies.
FOR SALE: Tulip bulbs, in red, Moore, Beverly Burgess, Jakie
Just as we were beginning to
yellow, lavender also hyacinth Edwards, Frankie Cardwell, Ed- lock up on another Hallowe'en
in blue, pink, and white. Prices vein Bondurant, Tommy Latta, in came the fat lady, her fat huslower than last year but bulbs Bobbie Craven. How Joanne Latta band and child. Now we know
are the same large size. Scotts and Jack Voegeli got mixed in that the mamma and papa have
with this crowd is as much a been getting all the food in that
Floral Shop, Fulton, Ky.
mystet, to us as Halloween it- household beause the child was
FLOWING WATER self.
FREE
really just a black and white
WELL drilled. Pumps installed.
And speaking of mysteries ... skeleton. Say, fat lady (Charles
Rural, industrial, municipal. the mystery of the
incandescent Binford) and fat man (Max McThird generation drillers. PaKks light •was told us in strictest
se- Dade) why don't you try feeding
Drilling
Company, Martin cerecy so DON'T tell it but
James yore pore skeleton chile? (Bud
Highway, across from Shaw Butts, Joe Weaver Hill, Glenn
White).
Donut Shop, South Fulton,
Phone 933.

BAREAIN, NEW SPINET PIANO. Why buy an unimown
make, second hand piano from t
-an unknown party, when Kentueky's greatest music store offers you a new, standard brand
piano,
free
service, and
Shackleton's guarantee all for
the same price? SPECIAL,
from now until Christmas, or
as long as they last, we are offering to the readers of this
advertisement the
reliable
Standard Brand New Cable
Spinet Piano, for only $595.00
on terms less than rent, $4.00
wee kly.
Phone (reversing
charges for full information)
or write us for illustrated catalog at once. The quantity of
pianos is limited. Shackleton
Piano Company, 621 South
Foudth Street Louisville, 2,
Kentucky.

2

KROGER COFFEE

SECOND HAND clothes; assort
line; bargains. Bruce
ed
Woodwork Shop, Lake Street
extension, Futton.

CORN BEEF HASH 3""cans 1.00
Armour's Star

DOG FOOD

20

1-LB. CANS

1.00

FLOUR
Avondale Plain or Self Rising

.55
1.95

50-LBS. 25-I,B. 1
$2.99
BAG

GREAT NORTHERN

BEANS
$1.59

25- i B. BAG

25-BAG
BAG

1.00
ORANGES - GRAPEFRUIT
Green Cabbage =4,71z:15-lbs. 1.00
RED APPLES
U. S. No 1
All Purpose

CAULIFLOWER
COCOANUTS

Fresh New Crop Full-O-Milk

To It
wish m;
in

..nr

WINDSOR CLUB
2-LB. LOAF

HIlluf.

1.00

Fresh TeP (NAM,'
HEAD

He re
rainy de
of his c;
cession
muddy
the bar)
bearers
vehicle
relative!
the mul
the wag
ert got (
to the °I
dy men
their sh
them ca
burial u
the opes

CHEESE FOOD
75'

8-1,B. FLORIDA

Sno-White Fresh Tun QualitY

Then
that oni
on Rout
the roat
for the
folks a
since th
so they
box, prc
sufficier
"up the

Kroger Plain or Self Rising

Topkick
8 LK BAG FLORIDA

a live ch
ped wit
sticking
the most
postage
of house;
en seerr
the who
certain13
that cu:

25' CRANBERRIES
2 "R 29' APPLES

25'
2 "s• 25'

1-1b. cella bag
Extra Fancy Jumbo Red Delicious

CANDY BARS
ALL 5c VARIETIES
BOX OF 24 BARS

89'

-4",g
-DERRY

HOT TAMALES
2
JARS

39(

M1
Bell Te
With h
and chc
be noth
faithful
voice Is,
too has
thictieti
that'co

